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Friday Night Fail
Have a question for Rivkie?
Email AskRivkie@kolhabirah.com
Dear Rivkie,
Friday night dinner is supposed
to be lovely and peaceful, but at my
house, it’s the worst night of the
week. My kids fight, my wife feels
like all her prep has been for naught,
and someone invariably has a meltdown by the end of the meal. My kids
are generally pretty good overall, and
when we have dinner together any
other night of the week, it’s fine; maybe a squabble here and there, but not
the all-out war we see on Friday. None
of them are little anymore, so that excuse doesn’t even work.
Please help!
Signed,
Dejected David
Dear David,
That sounds terrible! I am so sad to
hear this tale of Shabbos table woe. It
must be entirely your fault.
Ha! Just kidding: I am only saying this
because I have the same problem. So, in-

stead of making up some answer that
sounds good but doesn’t actually help,
I enlisted some outside guidance to address your question (and get some wise
counsel myself). At Shabbos lunch recently, I was lucky to be in the presence
of three generations of Lubavitchers, a
group within the religious community
known for large families, and decided to
pose your question to them.
Here’s what I found out.
The children, parents, and grandparents in attendance were extremely bewildered by the question, as if (is it possible?!) this had never happened to them.
We spoke about all of my (failed) tips and
tricks — feeding kids early when Shabbos starts late, making a set seating chart
so there’s no fighting, giving the kids all
equal amounts of pre-poured grape juice
— but the best advice I received at this
meal was not even posed as advice.
It was from the Bubbe. She shared
that at this extended family’s homes, Friday night is the most special meal, even
more than Shabbos lunch. She described
it as the night with the most beautiful table, most special (hot!) food, best cloth-

ing, freshly cleaned kids — all the things.
If we extrapolate from there, I think
we could have a possible solution to
(y)our problem.
Let’s think about the Shabbos Queen.
In the Shabbos hymn “Lecha Dodi”
(“Come, My Beloved”), we welcome the
Shabbat as both a bride and queen. According to Chabad.org, his concept goes
all the way back to the Talmud, where
we read that Rabbi Chanina would wrap
himself in his special garments on Shabbos eve and say, “Come, and we will go
out to greet Shabbat the queen.”
You and I need to go back to basics
here and remember that we are welcoming Shabbos as an actual queen. Shabbos
is something so special that we need to
treat it like royalty. I think this is exactly
what Bubbe was getting at.
How do we do that, you ask? I have

a few ideas. First, it’s still important to
make sure your kids have eaten at least
something at their normal dinner time,
since Shabbos starts so late now and
throughout the summer. Second, make
an effort to make the table especially
beautiful, even more than you are doing
now; even if it is already special, go the
extra mile. Ask each kid to make, decorate, or bring something special to the
meal so they have more skin in the game.
And fourth, invite guests. This is one
thing that I have done that seems to improve the situation (and another aspect
of Shabbos at which Lubavitchers excel).
Readers, if you have any ideas for
us, I’d love to hear them! Send them to
AskRivkie@kolhabirah.com. I’m all ears.
All the best,
Rivkie

COLLEGE PREP

Stand Up, Stand Out, and Control
Your Own College Destiny
By Nikkee Porcaro
Michael Brown, a
student in Houston,
was recently accepted to all 20 colleges to
which he applied. Not
only that, but he received full rides. To
Every. Single. One.
How did he do it? Well, Brown has
an impressive profile: a 4.68 GPA, an SAT
score of 1540, and an ACT score of 34. He
was involved in the varsity debate team,
the Key Club, and 100 Black Men of Houston, among others.
What was equally impressive, however, was his attitude since freshman
year: “I got very serious about finding
ways to get extra-involved in my community and be prepared for college admissions,” he told The Washington Post.
Brown comes from an area hit hard
by Hurricane Harvey, not to mention an
area with serious socioeconomic issues
— the Washington Post reported that
more than half of his school is at risk for
dropping out. We can look at Brown as

an inspiration in the college application
journey, with the most important lesson
being this: Control what you can, and
don’t waste precious time worrying over
what you cannot.
I work with students of all different races, religions, ethnicities, and socioeconomic classes, and see both the
pluses and minuses of affirmative action policies. This column is not to
debate those, but rather to teach students to focus their attention on aspects that they can control as they
build their academic profile: strength
of schedule, grades, SAT/ACT scores, involvement in leadership, demonstrated school interest, and service hours.
You cannot control your background,
nor is it appropriate to lament that soand-so was accepted because of his or
her race — something I hear a lot, by
the way — and while I understand it
can be tempting to say such things out
of frustration, it is often offensive, not
to mention unprovable. Brown, for instance, may well have had his race considered in the admissions process, but
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judging by his accolades and accomplishments, it would be foolish to assert he was accepted and given scholarship money solely because of it.
When applying to college, you are
competing with truly exceptional students, and while many may have a great
test score, a stellar GPA, or amazing extracurriculars, it’s rare to find someone who
stands out in all three. You don’t need to
develop the next Snapchat app or cure a
terminal disease to polish up your college application (but if you can, do it),
but it’s imperative younger high school
students start to develop interests and
leadership opportunities before junior
year, both for longevity and optics reasons. Start a club about the Settlers of
Catan board game. Spearhead a tzniut
(modest) prom-dress drive. Help organize
a workshop on basketball basics for underprivileged kids.
Some examples of standout extracurriculars and leadership roles I’ve seen
among students I’ve worked with include:
An international student who founded her own NGO to help Syrian refugees,

for which she raised $120,000 and developed into an 80-volunteer, multi-country
organization.
A local student who worked on developing a laundry-service phone app for
college students.
A Texas student who interned with a
medical supply company and was eventually hired in sales.
A local student who turned an internship at a law firm into a full-time position as a high school junior.
I include these ideas, not for you to
copy, but to show the breadth of opportunities these students are choosing to
make for themselves. Of course, it should
go without saying that your primary goal
should be a strong course load and stellar grades; but if you want to truly stand
out, you need to take the initiative. No
one is going to, nor should be, doing it
for you. Instead, take whatever passion
you have and start exploring ways it can
help you stand out in an ever-increasing
pool of competitive applicants.
Nikkee Porcaro is the founder and president of No
Anxiety Prep International, a Greater Washington
area based educational consulting firm that assists students with their educational goals. Email
Nikkee at nikkee@noanxietyprep.com.
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